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Abstract: The methods of achieving low electrical conductivity of the track and the experience of the electrical
connections in the tram track facilities. Advantages and disadvantages of the existing methods of creating the
electrical conductivity of joints, the requirements for electrical connectors and the importance of the problem.
Assess the reliability of the connector and the mechanical forces in the joint area. The methodology of the
study of the stress-strain state and the calculation of the fatigue strength of singleton connectors based on
the finite element method. The procedure allows to evaluate the durability of singleton connectors at the design
stage.
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INTRODUCTION rails of the tram Profile - from the lips. Workarounds and

To meet the needs of the population in urban areas be placed above the sleepers and welded to the rails at the
by moving in large cities, a network of trams, such as interface with the bottom of the neck.
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Rostov-on-Don, Khabarovsk Electrical connectors and jumpers rail lines serve to
and many others. Safety and reliability of the process of reduce the resistance in the joints when skipping
tram  transport  is  impossible  without good technical backward traction current obstacles and runoff traction
state of structures and facilities, including track facilities. current in the ground. This is due to a feature of the rail
To ensure the security requirements for the arrangement network (Figure 1). Because of the low insulation of rails
and maintenance of tram rails wait staff is working on its from the ground of the current returning to the substation,
current maintenance and repair. branches off the ground and runs not only on land but

According to the Rules of technical operation of the also on the underground metal constructions. Leakage
tram, with a mean and overhaul tramways perform works currents of the rail into the ground are called stray
on improvement of the ballast bed, sleeper economy and currents.
individual structural elements of the path of travel and By underground metal structures settlements include
devices. These include the repair of mechanical joints with piping, frames of underground structures and armor of
fasteners and welding of upgrading or installing missing cables, etc. They are one of the most capital-intensive
electrical connectors. According SNIP 2.05.09-90 [1] on sectors of the economy of the city. From their normal,
construction of tram tracks, clips butt electrical smooth functioning depends survivability cities. The
connectors must be welded, to the rails railway profile - to greatest influence on the operating conditions and lifetime
the side of the heads, the nonworking side edge; to the of underground  metal  constructions  provides corrosion

travel between some sensible electrical connectors should
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Fig. 1: Scheme spreading reverse torque current: 
1 -podstantsiya 2 - contact wire DC, 3 - rolling stock, 4 -
rail network 5 - leakage currents through the ground, 6 -
underground metallic structures

and bio-corrosion aggressiveness of the environment, as
well as wandering DC currents, the source of which,
including a rail electrified transport. The intensity
depends on the galvanic corrosion values of stray
currents and the time of their actions. Thus, the
achievement of the regulatory conductivity joints
between rails and between Putney jumper to extend the
life of steel underground structures.

The  requirements   of   GOST   9.602-2005   [2]
(Unified system of corrosion and aging. General
requirements for corrosion protection) limit leakage
currents on the sources of stray currents. Not allowed to
increase the longitudinal resistance of the rail network by
prefabricated joints for more than 20%. 

To implement these requirements, there are various
designs of electrical connectors installed on the tram rail
tracks: the application of conductive material on the
contact surface of the rail joint; welded, plug or spring,
steel or copper rail connectors [3]. 

Each of these solutions has a number of drawbacks
that hinder their widespread use [4, 5]. Despite the large
number of technical solutions to stabilize the resistance of
conductive joints number of failures is large. Vibration in
the joint area leads to breakage of the cuff at the point
welding to the rail head or inside the steel ferrule and a
blind connection between the docked rails with a low
resistance can be achieved only under stationary
conditions.

The paper seeks to analyze various existing methods
of stabilizing the resistance of the rail network based on
electrical, mechanical and thermal characteristics of the
electrical connections to select electroconnectors having
enhanced reliability and manufacturability assembly
providing reverse current drains to the lowest spreading
across the ground, as well as to justify their introduction
in the pull-back network of tramways.

Problem statement  and  the basic part. In the
analysis of existing methods of providing electrical
conductivity joints are three most important areas:
providing isolation between the rail and the ground;
creating an electrical contact by "not deaf" connection
between the contact  surfaces  of  the  "rail - pad";
creation of  a  "blind"  connection by welding additional
connectors  [3].  Analysis  of  different  ways  according
to several criteria shown in the table, where the numbers
indicate the rank of each method in comparison with the
others.

For example, the conductive material applied to
contact  surfaces  of  the  joint  not   "blind"  the
compound has little initial investment, but eventually
washed away, crumble and forms a film that significantly
increase electrical  resistance.  In  addition,  work on the
re-lubrication associated with dismantling joint, increase
costs for maintenance and repair.

Brass welded rail connectors have the best
conductivity, but require additional maintenance
associated  with  the  preservation  of  scarce  material.
This dramatically increases the operating costs and not
reliable. In addition, significant losses occur in the zone of
conductivity of resistances "copper wire - steel clamping
collar" because of the complexity of consciousness
quality welding seam simple two dissimilar metals. In [3]
it was found that in a welded portion "cuff - wire" takes
up 70% of the total current weld connector. 

Steel spring connectors provide electrical
conductivity between the connectors and the rails, rail
joints but electrical conductivity depends on the efforts
of tightening bolts butt and eventually through Freighting
process corrosion products formed and the insulating film
[2]. Freighting- process develops in the contact area of
the mating parts for small vibration displacements due to
force effects of rolling stock. 

Steel connectors galvanized wire rope (Figure 2, a)
have a low conductivity, as made of steel with a high
carbon steel wire ropes. The design of welded connectors
like "rope - cuff" (Figure 2) has the disadvantage of
creating complexity -this low transition resistance
between the cable and sleeve, which accounts for 30% of
the total resistance of the connector.

To ensure stable conductivity interface must take
into  account  a large number of destabilizing facts
(climate, dynamic, industrial, technological and so on.)
and make the choice of design and wire cross-section in
terms of reduction of their influence and actually existing
traction currents in the rails.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Structure welded connectors galvanized steel cable (a) and the bimetallic core wire coated with copper (b)

Fig. 3: Appearance singleton steel welded spring-type connector

Fig. 4: The algorithm for calculating the singleton connectors on the fatigue strength

Figure 3 shows the appearance of the singleton steel structural steel (grades St3sp, St5ps, 55C), which is
welded connector spring type, made of steel stranded wire inexpensive and available materials. The work was carried
in the form of a coil. For manufacturing such connectors out investigation of the electrical characteristics and
are used rods of circular cross section of a conventional reliability of mechanical influences. 
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The resistance of the connector, depending on the values defined forces and displacements in each element
length and diameter of the wire is 500-1700 mO. of a butt connector.
Investigation of the stress-strain state and on the fatigue Vertical movement of the ends of the rails were set
strength calculation performed using the developed taking into account the various operational factors, the
algorithm (Figure 4) based on the finite element method speed and the type of rolling stock, its weight (maximum
(FEM). The essence of the FEM is that any complicated loaded passengers empty) state joint (gap, the presence
structure is divided into linear one-dimensional finite of the step in the abutting rails, bolts). Horizontal
element (FE) which are interconnected at the ends of the movement, which is supposed to set the weld connector
elements at points called nodes. Internal forces in TBE depend largely on the daily changes in ambient
determined by moving the nodes in the local coordinate temperature.
system. According to the calculated effort to identify the

Tension in the cross section of CE determined by dangerous section and maximum voltage in them:
formulas known in the theory of strength of materials.
Moving nodes Z  in the global coordinate system is (5)i

defined according to the FEM of the matrix;

(1) compression and bending rails in cross section;  - shear

where: [K] – stiffness matrix of the system of CE; {Z} - The paper found that the determining factors
vector of nodal displacements; {R } - vector reactions in affecting the value of the voltage in the dangerousp

the nodes from the external load. section of the connector is the normal force N and the
The stiffness matrix is formed from stiffness matrices bending moment M . Normal stress in tension and

i-th elements, compression is determined from the expression.

(2) (6)

wherein [D] - elastic properties of the matrix material, [B] - where: N – normal force is defined FEM; S - sectional area
transformation matrix respectively displacements in of the connector (for a diameter of 8 mm, the area is 5.10
deformation. m ); 10  – Conversion factor of stress in MPa.

The relative deformation in the i-th FE is defined as: is determined by the formula.

(3) (7)

where {Z }, { } - matrix column, respectively nodal where:  M   – bending moment determined by FEM, TM;i i

displacements and deformations of the i-th FE connector. J   –  axial  moment  of  inertia  about  the  neutral  axis y

Internal forces in the i-th finite element is defined as: where the voltage is determined, m.

(4) by the formula Zhuravskoye.

where {r }, - vector of the i-th reaction FE in the local (8)i

coordinate system; [K ] - the stiffness matrix of i-FE.i

Calculated circuit connector is selected as the spatial where: Q – shear force in this element, calculated by the
curved rod whose one end is rigidly fixed and the other FEM, T.
set of rails move the applied load: a vertical impact against The calculated values are compared with the stress
the horizontal rolling and - under the influence of linear admits values and measured by the reserve coefficient 
expansion of the rails of the temperature. For each node
and FE were set coordinates, type and stiffness (9)
characteristics, the degree of freedom of nodes, type of
rail and the magnitude of loads. Next by FEM numerical where:  – stress of the steel.

where: ,  – normal stress in the connector in tension -N M

stress at the points of the section under consideration.

u

5

2 2

Bending stress in the cross section of the connector

(for round rod is 0,1d ), m ; Z – coordinate of the point4 4

The highest shear stress for round rod is determined

Z
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Method of permissible stresses will test the strength CONCLUSION
of the design of the connector and select the type of
singleton connector [3]. The calculation of the fatigue Conductivity track tram lines should provide a solid
strength under repetitive loads carried in the most loaded and reliable electrical connections providing the least
sections in the amplitude of the vertical and horizontal resistance.
movements. To increase operational reliability singleton

Acceptable safety factor of fatigue resistance shall connectors must perform further studies the optimal
not exceed the estimated. configuration based on actual current in the reverse

(10) length and diameter of the wire. Using stranded wires to

where:  – endurance limit of the connector with a construction, but have a high mechanical strength anda

symmetric cycle based on 107 cycles;  - the estimated ductility, which affects the durability of the connector.e

value of the amplitude of the dynamic stress of Selection of galvanized steel wires with section from 0.3 to
conditional symmetric cycle, reduced to the basis of the 3 mm has a lower resistivity compared to the high-carbon
equivalent random real mode operating voltage for the steel used in the cable connectors from the cable.
expected lifetime of the connector, [n] take 1,2 - 1,6. Robust connectors will increase the service life of

The calculated value is determined by maintenance and repair of tram tracks.a
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